DME offers the industry’s broadest range of market-leading products, a global logistics infrastructure that ensures speed and accuracy, and a support organization with unsurpassed knowledge and expertise that assists customers in improving productivity and cutting costs.

**Mold Bases**
- A-Series
- B-Series
- MoldBasics
- Edge
- Edge Pre-Pocketed
- AX-Series
- T-Series
- X-Series
- Quick Delivery Custom
- Small & Shuttle
- Cavity Retainer Sets
- Metric

**Mold Plates**
- RGM Plates
- Finish Ground Plates
- Ejector Plates
- Spacer Blocks/Rails
- Small Mold Base Ejector Plates, Retainers & Housings
- Die Blocks & Plates
- Cavity Insert Blocks
- Ejector Retainers
- Standard Mold Base Plates
- Large Mold Base Plates
- Custom Plates

**MUD Quick-Change Molding Systems**
- MUD Mold & Die Steels
- U Frames
- H Frames
- Double H Frames
- Adapter Frames
- Companion Ear Plates for Adapter Frames
- MUD Components
- Companion Insert Molds (for U, H & Double H Frames)
- Interlocking Ejector Rails
- Interlocking Ejector Plates
- Master Ejector System (U Frame)
- Removable Centers
- Stripper Plate Three-Plate Insert Mold
- Loading Rails
- Two-Color, Two-Material Molding
- Balancing Lift Bars & Buttons

**Mold Components**
- Ejector Pins
- Ejector Sleeves
- Ejector Blades
- Metric Components
- Guide Pins
- Bushings
- Guided Ejection Systems
- Sprue Bushings
- Locating Rings
- Extension Bushings
- Core Pins
- Return Pins
- Mold Assembly Components
- Hydraulic Locking Core Pull Cylinders
- Wear Plates
- Slide Retainers
- Versa-Slide Standard Slides
- Angle Pins & Angle Pin Inserts
- Gib Assemblies
- Mold Counters
- Mold Straps
- Interlocks
- Mold Dating Inserts

**Mold Action Devices**
- Undercut Releasing Systems
  - Collapsible Cores
  - Dove Tail Collapsible Cores
  - Expandable Cavities
- Hydraulic Un螺丝wing Devices
  - VectorForm Lifters for 30° + Angles
  - UniLifters
- 2-Stage Ejectors
- Helical Gear Stack Mold Centering Devices
- Latch Locks & Pullers
- Internal Latch Locks
- External Latch Locks
- Positive Early Ejector Returns
- Accelerated Ejectors

**Hot Runner Systems**
- Thermal Gate Hot Runner Systems
- Hot Sprue Bushings
- Mold Flow Analysis
- Hot Runner Maintenance & Repair
The Most Complete Partner In Mold Technologies

Control Systems
• TSP Temperature Controllers
• TSP Plus Temperature Controllers
• Smart Series Temperature Control Systems
• Temperature Control Modules – TSM, DSS, SSM
• Valve Gate Controls
• Process Controls
• Single Zone Timers
• Portable Cavity & Pressure Monitor and Controller
• Mold Pressure Sensors
• Current/Voltage Monitors
• Terminal Mounting Boxes
• Thermocouple Cables
• Universal Floor Stands
• Mold Power Input Connectors
• Mold Power Cables
• Thermocouple Connectors
• Thermocouple Cables
• GPMS Series Temperature Controllers
• MoldXChecker
• CableXChecker

Mold Making Equipment
• Cutting Tools
• Finishing & Polishing Equipment
• Microwelding Mold Repair System
• Molding Supplies
• Abrasives
• Mold Finish Comparison Kit
• Diamond Compound
• Diamond Files & Stones
• Ultrasonic Finishing & Polishing Systems
• Rotary Finishing & Polishing Systems
• Belt Sanders & Accessories
• Mold Sprays
• Hoist Rings
• Polishing Kits
• Riffers
• Rout-A-Burr Tools
• Stones - Abrasive, Ceramic, Diamond, Ruby

Molding Supplies
• Auxiliary Equipment
• Tooling Supplies
• Shop Supplies
• Cooling Products
• Temperature & Voltage Controls
• Releases, Lubricants & Adhesives
• Safety Supplies

Technical Services
• CAD Library of 80,000 native and neutral product files
• Contour & Roughing
• Application Engineering Services
• Mold Flow Services
• Hot Runner Services Center
• Temperature Control Repair and Calibration

Die Casting Equipment & Supplies
• Die Cast Die Assemblies
• Slide Action Components
• Cooling Components
• Die Components – Inch & Metric
• Die Assembly Components
• Die Assembly Components
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